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I. ''WhateverMourns in Man"
In reading the "War Poems" section of Wildred Owen's The Collected
Poems,1one is faced with a challenge of sorts. Envisioning their eventual
publication, Owen wrote a very brief and seemingly incomplete preface
for these poems; however, before they were printed, the poet was killed in
action, one of thousands to lose his life in the war to end all wars. Owen's
poems were posthumously collected and published, first by his friend and
fellow soldier-poet Siegfried Sassoon in 1920, then in 1931 by Edmund
Blunden, also a soldier-poet.2Owen left no official or substantive document regarding his work except for the Preface containing one hundred
thirty words, in which he passionately states, "My subject is War, and the
pity of War," and in which he classifies his poems as "elegies.'']
Owen's term elegy strikes a familiar chord in the reader who approaches the "War Poems" with specific expectations based on literary genre.
One anticipates poems praising famous, dead individuals, often those
whose lives were intrinsically intertwined with politics, social welfare
movements, or the arts, as Yeats's elegy for Major Robert Gregory or
Auden's elegies for Yeats and for Freud. 4 Occasionally, the subject of an
elegy is not at all famous, but an unknown person, a relative, lover, or
friend of the poet, as in Dylan Thomas's "After the Funeral," written for
his aunt.5 However, after reading only a few of Owen's "elegies," one is
forced to consider that one's expectations have not been realized and are,
perhaps, even unfounded. One is challenged to reconcile Owen's use of
the word elegy with one's notion of what comprises the genre, to discover,
in effect, what Owen borrows from the tradition and what elements of it
he discards or changes to suit his purpose.
In the only published essay on modern elegiac practice,• Ann Stanford
has discussed six characteristics common to most contemporary poems of
the genre.7 According to Stanford, modern elegies are personal, are lyric,
and contain contemporary diction. They freely employ both line and
rhythm, and they emphasize the mourners' reactions to the subjects'
deaths. Lastly, they depict the mourners reconciling themselves to the
inescapability of death in a variety of ways. Of course, the first four characteristics she has identified arc common to much modern poetry which
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uses death as its subject and seem to have no more special bearing on
modem elegiac practice than on any other current genre of poetry. So
more important, perhaps, is Stanford's suggestion that there are three
other elements in modem elegies which recur to varying degrees, depending on the specific needs of the elegist.
First, elegists state the fact of their subjects' deaths, often in the poems'
titles.8 Titles which begin "In Memory of ..." or "On the Death of ..." are
common and unmistakeningly indicate the subjects' deaths and that the
poems are elegies. Occasionally, the subjects' birth and death dates are
included in the title or, epigraphically, below it. A discussion of the manner in which the subjects died, which may become the major topic of the
poems, and praise or assessment of the subjects' lives or importance to the
world may also be included.
Second, mourners establish their relationship to the dead. This
relationship permits the personae, who may or may not be both the
mourners in the poem and the poets themselves, to speak about the dead
by giving the personae a certain authority they would not otherwise have.
That the elegists admire their subjects or that they and the dead were
members of the same family, for example, is reason enough, the reader
will realize, for the poets to compose elegies.
The most varied element which Stanford describes is the last one:
mourners reveal their reaction to their subjects' deaths. The principal
underlying idea behind this last element is one of reconciliation or resolution. Mourners, faced with the reality of death, are forced to cope with
that reality-to reconcile themselves to the fact of death or to resolve the
conflict which arises within them, that of not wanting to die but knowing
they eventually will and that of not wanting those around them to die but
knowing they, too, must. In other terms, the balance of their lives, upset
by the intrusion of death, must be reestablished. Stanford offers two distinct methods by which such a reconciliation/resolution may be achieved.
We may refer to them as the realist's method and the escapist's method.
In the midst of expressing their grief in an elegy, realists will accept the
fact that life continues despite the subjects' death and that death is the fate
of all who are alive, not just the subjects'. The goal of the realists' elegies
is to accept the eventuality of death as fact. At the opposite extreme are
the escapists who attempt, in their elegies, to circumvent the fact of their
subjects' deaths by finding in their subjects' lives or personalities something that will continue indefinitely and discussing it. If the subjects are
famous persons, the elegists may muse that, although their subjects are
dead, they will live forever in history or legend. Similarly, the elegists
may favorably compare unknown, dead individuals to famous ones and
predict that, because of their similarities, the unknown persons will also
be given an historical or legendary immortality-an illogical but useful
device. Immortality is also visited upon the elegists' subjects if they had
been involved in a continuing cause, which then may be mentioned in the
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poems, or if the poets realize that the perpetuity of their art automatically
raises their subjects to that height as well.
By putting the dead individual on a long journey, for which the place
and time of destination are left undisclosed, presumably because it is
impossible for the poets to know either, the elegists also circumvent the
fact of their subjects' deaths. The subjects are not really dead, the elegists
imply, but on journeys that have taken the subjects away indefinitely. In a
similar vei~, the memorialists may freeze a portion of their subjects' lives,
somewhat hke the scene on Keats's Grecian um. The elegies' subjects are
fixed at some important, meaningful, or happy point in their lives where
they are "still unravished" by death in an attempt to put a halt to time altogether.9 Also, elegists may be able to bridge momentarily the gap between
life, where they write, and death, where their subjects abide. However, if
the dead are beyond the elegists' reach, they may simply envision the subjects in a paradisiacal afterlife.
We must remember that the elements identified by Stanford are not
usually found as distinct entities within any modem elegy. They do not
occur one following another in a precise or logically developed sequence,
but rather, they often appear singularly as well as in various combinations.
How they appear, or why they they do not appear, in a specific elegy
depends on the poet's requirements during the composition of the poem.
This fact, that the poet chooses which of the elements to employ in a
poem and how they are incorporated into it, is an extremely important one
to k~ep in mind, especially so in the study of Wilfred Owen's elegiac
pracuce.
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II. Fritz and Tommy:

"'I am the enemyyou killed, my friend."'
Perhaps a few, and only a few, of Owen's "War Poems" will be readily
recognized by most readers as elegies in any traditional sense of the word,
and yet, even those which may be are of a unique variety within that
genre. While Owen called them "elegies," they seem to belong only tenuously to the convention because of their unconventional subjects and
unexpected mourner-subject relationships. A perfect example of this is
the first of the "War Poems" sequence, the often-anthologized "Strange
Meeting" (35-36). It is an extremely important poem in the study of
Owen's elegiac practice for several reasons. As an introductory poem, it
is the one by which, consciously or not, the reader may measure all those
which follow. Being the first elegy in the group, it immediately indicates
to the reader that Owen's elegies will not be what the reader who has read
the Preface will expect but rather something new, different, a little
strange, and at least slightly confusing. Its themes and motifs are those
expressed recurringly throughout the collection, and consequently, it
serves to indicate at least some of the threads which hold the collection
together. Lastly, as a more fully developed elegy, one closer to the tradition than many others in the collection, it serves as a guide to understanding Owen's oeuvre within the genre.
In "Strange Meeting," an English infantryman has been mysteriously
removed from battle as if he, like Lewis Carroll's Alice, has fallen "Down
some profound dull tunnel" and landed not in some vaguely familiar
Wonderland populated by playing-card queens, hooka-smoking caterpillars, and time-conscious white rabbits, but by the all-too-familiar denizens
of the battlefield - groaning, "encumbered sleepers ... / Too fast in
thought or death to be bestirred." As curious as Alice, the soldier "probed
them," and "one sprang up, and stared/ With piteous recognition in fixed
eyes,/ Lifting distressful hands as if to bless." The awakened sleeper then
smiles, and in that instant, an epiphany-like moment, the English soldier
realizes where he has arrived: "by his smile, I knew that sullen hall,/ By
his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell."
At this point in the poem, the reader is beginning to understand the
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word strange in the poem's title. Not only is the soldier dead and speak.
ing, but he is speaking from Hell. The soldier's fate is punishment, not
reward, an odd twist on the traditional poem about dead soldiers like, for
example, Rupert Brooke's "1914" sequence, in which Brooke implies that
soldiers who die in "some comer of a foreign field" are rewarded for their
sacrifice.10 Also strange is the soldier's ability to remain cool in his reaction to his realization. In the first line, the soldier feels he has "escaped"
from battle, and although he has, Hell is an ironic sanctuary. The English
soldier's only reaction to the situation is, in fact, to the grief etched on the
face of the awakened sleeper, whom we now suspect to be a dead soldier
too: "With a thousand pains that vision's face was grained." He feels th~
"pity of War" (Preface), and to comfort the dead and damned soul, he
speaks to him: "'Strange friend,' I said, 'here is no cause to mourn."'
In the opening fourteen lines of the poem, then, the first and principal
persona, the soul of a dead and damned English infantryman, speaks
directly to the reader, relating his arrival at, and first few minutes in, "that
sullen hall" and setting the stage for us. The scene is Hell; the time, a
period immediately following his own death. The other characters in the
drama are, presumably, the souls of other dead and damned soldiers.
Beginning with line fifteen, a shift occurs in the poem which, in fact, indicates an actual division within it.
In the second division of the poem, the soul of the English soldier
reports what the sleeper tells him after he wakes. Owen directs our attention away from the piles of "encumbered sleepers" and focuses it on a
particular soul whom the English soldier had compassionately addressed
as "'strange friend,"' echoing the poem's title. This division, which contains twice as many lines as the first, opens with the strange friend's
rebuttal of the English soldier's statement, that "'here is no cause to
mourn."' He insists that there is a cause to mourn; but unlike liberty or
vengeance, it is not one that impels differing groups of soldiers against
one another across the battlefield. Rather, it is "'the undone years, / The
hopelessness"' - the lost potential of young men which has been cut
short by death.
He continues with several observations. First, the lives of all soldiers
before they enlist and, presumably, during their enlistment are the same
regardless of the side on which they fight. '"Whatever hope is yours, /
Was my life also,"' he tells the Englishman, revealing a belief in a sort of
brotherhood that unites all of humankind, but they are bound by another
common trait, that shared desire for "'the wildest beauty in the world"'
which, because it is wildest, is the least domesticated, is the opposite of
human life in general and, more specifically, of soldiers' extremely regimented lives. Its wildness is its attraction. Human beings, but soldiers in
particular, are very time-conscious, aware of that "'steady running of the
hour,"' which is, of course, the knowledge and repeated reminder of one's
own mortality. Time is the enemy of '"the wildest beauty in the world."'
Then he muses about what their lives, his and the English soldier's,
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have meant, not necessarily to themselves but, in a larger context, to the
world and to future humankind. Their deeds, he reveals, are deplorable;
and by revealing these deeds, the reader begins to suspect that the
"'strange friend"' is the soul of a dead English infantryman, too. Because
of their actions, i.e., their warring,
"men will go content with what we spoiled,
Or, discontent, boil bloody, and be spilled.
They will be swift with swiftness of the tigress.
None will break ranks, though nations trek from progress."
Future generations will either blindly accept the ruin the soldiers wrecked
upon the world or, in an attempt to alter their situation, will harm the
world and themselves, will '"boil bloody, and be spilled'" even more.
The acts by future peoples of the world will be thoughtless, with no concern over immediate or future effects of their actions, and instinctual, as is
the "'swiftness of the tigress"' protecting what is hers. Their actions,
those of mass conformists who do not "'break ranks,"' will not lead to
progress but to regression.
His third observation is more personal. He describes himself during his
life, presumably before his enlistment, not without bitterness: "'Courage
was mine, and I had mystery, / Wisdom was mine, and I had mastery.'"
He had enough courage, mystery, wisdom, and mastery to keep himself
away from '"the march of this retreating world / Into vain citadels that are
not walled"' - i.e., the march of soldiers as well as the "'trek from
progress"' of nations - but, inexplicably, they were not enough. He fell
under the spell of youthful fascination with arms and battle or of propaganda-both coloring the reality of war, "'the truth untold,"' with heroic
fervor-and, he admits, "'when much blood had clogged their chariotwheels,/ I would go up and wash them from sweet wells,/ Even with
truths that lie too deep for taint."' He continues, "'I would have poured
my spirit without stint"' adding self-sacrifice to the list of his qualities
andimplying that, although he would have sacrificed himself, he does not
thinkhe has: '"not through wounds; not on the cess of war."' Of course,
he has sacrificed himself. Not only is he dead, his life sacrificed, but
because of his role in the war, he is damned, his salvation also sacrificed.
The poem's last five lines are a coda in which Owen reveals the identity
of the '"strange friend."' The second persona is not the soul of a dead
comrade of the Englishman after all but a German soldier, an infantryman
like the Englishman, whom the English soldier had killed the day before
with his bayonet, a particularly horrible death if the blade were serrated:
"'I am the enemy you killed, my friend. / I knew you in this dark: for so
you frowned/ Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed.'" In civilian life, unknown to one another, there was a commonality which bound
them; in death, sharing the same destiny for the same reasons, the commonality is strengthened and cannot be ignored. The "'enemy"' is finally
Wilfred Owen 13

recognized as '"friend."' Although the Gennan soldier had tried to defend
himself, his '"hands were loath and cold."' He was too tired of war and
too cold to fight He was '"jabbed and killed'". In the last line, at the end
of his story, the Gennan soldier suggests that they '"sleep now"' and presumably he does go back to sleep. The poem has returned to its beginning, to the "encumbered sleepers" and the awake, almost vigilant English
soldier.
If the German soldier woke when the English infantryman "probed"
him-and after all, perhaps the Gennan was not asleep but one "fast in
thought" and only seemingly asleep-and upon waking told his story,
then one may assume that the English soldier left awake must tell his
story, too. But to whom? If the Gennan tells his story to his murderer, it
follows that the Englishman will tell his story to his murderer. Because of
the sameness of _theirlives, the Gennan's story is the Englishman's, and
the same story will be told over and over again.11
No new soul is introduced into the poem, so one is left to assume that
the reader, who is being told the story, is, in fact, the murderer of the
Englishman and, simultaneously, the new, damned soul. The reader is not
dea~ ye! but. ~as no hope of salvation,.having been as i:nucha part in the
soldiers sp01lingthe world as the soldiers themselves simply by allowing
them to do so. We who are not soldiers and not killed on the battlefield
but die in a more ordinary way, in bed perhaps, will have no one to tell
our tale to after musing upon our lives and sins. That is our punishment.
The soldiers tell their story then may sleep; we, having no murderer, will
muse forever on our sins - the spoiling we consented to, supported, and
thrust upon the future-without the relief of confession and of being finally pennitted to join the ranks of the "encumbered sleepers," as the English
soldier, having told his story to the reader, now may.
According to Stanford's scheme, the subject of an elegy is paramount
to the poem and is, traditionally of course, the reason for its composition.
In "Strange Meeting," one expects the anonymous "I" of the first section
to eulogize all, or at least one, of the equally anonymous "encumbered
sleepers" he discovered in "that sullen hall," but once we are infonned
~a! t!te "hall" is "Hell," we may be sure that he will not eulogize any
mdiv1dualthere. The damned, being punished for their evil deeds cannot
pos~ibly be praised for good ones. Not until the beginning of the' second
section do we learn what the elegy's subject is: '"the undone years,/ The
hopelessness"' of the dead and damned infantrymen of either side in the
~ar. - not a slain i?di~idual, but the murdered potential of a generation, a
d1sunctly democrauc view point.
Concepts, ideas, and ideals - each an abstraction - may die, and "'to
mourn"' a concept, a potential one in this particular elegy, is to accept the
fact of its death. Because this particular abstraction is inextricably intertwined with the human and is, in fact, embedded in what is human Owen
convincingly shifts from the traditional subject of elegies, an individual
which we anticipate in the first section, to an abstraction in the second'.
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Similarly, Owen tightly binds the manner of the death of his subject to the
human: war destroys both human beings and their potential simultaneously.
This is ~ot_to say that the subject _ofthis elegy is only a concept. Quite
the opposite 1s true. Both the English and the Gennan infantrymen and
the pile of "en_cumbered~leepers," are ~objects of the elegy but oniy by
the fact of therr represenung the potenual embedded within them which
was slain when they were. When in the first line the English soldier
unknowingly confuses his death with an escape "out of battle," he has,
ironically, escaped the possibility of the failure of the potential of his life.
Similarly, later when the Gennan reports that he was '"jabbed and killed"'
he reveals that the potential for success or for failure, which he embodied,
was also bayoneted.
Owen offers no eulogy in "Strange Meeting;" however, he assesses an
individual's life. Having stated that his potential has been destroyed, the
German soldier sketches his life (ll. 16-39), subtly revealing what led him
to the battlefield: his "'hunting wild/ After the wildest beauty;"' '"the
truth untold'" by the political-military establishment, synonymous with
the "old men's lies" of Pound's poem;12 and his youthful fascination with
the pomp and heroics traditionally, and often propagandistically, linked to
war, the "'chari?t-wheels"' '"blood had clogged."' He accepts some of
the blame for his fate. The rest he justifiably lays on the shoulders of
others. He is, above all, honest. He has no reason or ability to lie since
he, like the denizens of Dante's lriferno,is already receiving punishment
for hi~ ~tions and since sin exists only in the world of the living, whose
afterlife 1s dependent on it. The dead, fixed to Heaven or Hell at the
instant of their deaths, can no longer commit a sin, not even a lie.
However, assessment, as an elegiac element, must be considered as it
applies to this particular elegy. Traditionally, and within Stanford's
scheme, the assessment is by a living individual and about a dead one.
While assessment exists in "Strange Meeting," it is neither by a living
person nor is its focus a second individual, but rather a dead man assesses
his own life. It is a particularly advantageous technique, since the dead
individual, strip~ of life's trappin~s, may be supremely honest, regardless of whether his honesty leads him to reveal virtues or weaknesses or
both ~d since the individual knows his own influences, motivations, and
expenences more fully than anyone else and may be more complete and
exacting in what he reveals.
The elegi~c asses~m~nt comprises most of the Gennan soldier's reply
to the English soldiers statement that '"here is no cause to mourn."'
Almost immediately in his reply/assessment, the Gennan reveals that he is
evaluating not only his life, but the Englishman's as well. '"Whatever
hope is yours, / Was mylife also,'_"he tells his fonner enemy, expressing
not only a commonality that exists between the two individuals but,
because they were at opposite extremes in the war and, therefore, seem to
encompass all that lies between them, a universality of experience. In
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assessing his own life, by disclosing his virtues and weaknesses, the
Gennan reveals the virtues and weaknesses of his and all future generations. Although he and his comrades had the courage, wisdom, mystery,
and mastery '"To miss the march of this retreating world,"' he and they, in
their weakness, joined the "'ranks"' anyway.
In "Strange Meeting," there are three mourners, but their mourning is
quiet, a subdued, barely audible expression of loss, not an overt element
in the elegy. The German soldier's "dead smile" and especially the "thousand pains" etched on his face indicate his grief. On one hand, he mourns
his own death and the destroyed potential of his life; on the other, he
grieves for more than himself and even for more than the other soldiers in
the war whose deaths also mean an end to potential, theirs. He grieves for
what he, and all the other soldiers, '"spoiled"' and for what will "'be
spilled"' by future soldiers; for the spontaneous and thoughtless "'swift'"
actions of '"discontent"' men; and for those who will never '"break
ranks"' but only blindly conform. In essence, he mourns past and current
events as well as future ones. 11
Yet the soldier is not the only one who grieves, only the more traditional one. The "'wildest beauty in the world"' which the German soldier
hunted during his civilian life, may also mourn. He states, in one of the
more obscure lines of the poem, that "'If it grieves, grieves richlier than
here."' The antecedent of the pronoun it is '"wildest beauty"' which is
Life or, pethaps, the Life force in its grandest context. The soldier has
realized, perhaps through a power of perception available only to the dead
"fast in thought," that the life force - an abstraction, a concept - may
mourn and that, if it does, it does so more abundantly than they in Hell are
able, or willing. Like the German soldier, it may mourn itself. A part of
it has been slaughtered. However, because of its abstract quality, it is not
physical, and because it is comprised of all that is living, it may choose
not to mourn at all. Only a part, and a very small part at that, has been
slaughtered. The void that death created will be filled immediately. Life
does go on, as the cliche reports. Whether an individual or an abstraction,
the mourner, in each case, is what is mourned, which, logically speaking,
is a contradiction. What is dead cannot act, mournin this particular case.
However, Owen employs neither logic nor realism consistently in this
elegy, which is, unrealistically enough, the monologue of a dead and
damned soldier spoken to the living reader, who also has inexplicably
dropped, as did Carroll's Alice and the English infantryman, through a
"profound dull tunnel."
With the mourner's reaction to the subject's death, Owen's elegy is
most noticeably incongruous with Stanford's scheme. This occurs
because there are three quite untraditional and distinctly different mourners - the ghosts of two dead soldiers and the life force - and because no
mourner is shown attempting to regain the balance death had disrupted.
The balance will occur in the near future, has occurred before the poem
opens, or may never occur at all.
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Unexpectedly, the English soldier is extremely cool in his reaction to
his own death and, perhaps even more extraordinary, to his assignment to
Hell. He perceives both facts simultaneously in the "dead smile" of the
German infantryman, and we expect from him what Dante describes: a
"choir of anguish, like a wound, / [that] strikes through the tortured air.
/ ... Hell's full lamentation, sound beyond sound."14 However, what we
expect is not forthcoming, and in fact, Owen's Hell is terribly quiet: "no
guns thumped, or down the flues made moan." Our attention is, instead,
directed to the German soldier's soul.
The German's reaction to death is far less cool than the English soldier's. His face expresses his grief, and an occasional but obvious bitterness colors his monologue. The difference between the two depends, so it
appears, on the amount of time spent in Hell. The English soldier is
unemotional for two reasons: because he is still in shock over having
died, a condition which has, for the time being, numbed him against the
pain that the realization of his death will later create and because he has
not yet been "fast in thought," considering his part in the war, which is
prefatory to his own confession and which will be delivered to his murderer, releasing him to join the "encumbered sleepers." His reaction will
occur sometime in the future, when the soldier who killed him is, in his
turn, killed and sent to Hell. The German soldier, however, has been in
Hell a day already, has had time to consider his situation and to react. He
did, just before the poem opened, immediately after he suggested, "'Let
us sleep now"' in the last line.
Not only do the mourners regain the balance that death upset offstage,
as it were, but their reconciliation to the fact of death is muted, if
expressed at all, in "Strange Meeting." Although the life force may
mourn, it has no need to reconcile itself to death, and there is no indication in the elegy that it does or even may consider doing so. It is simply
not a point Owen chooses to address, and one assumes he does not
address the issue because Life and Death are so intertwined, so much a
part of the existence of one another - and especially so during a soldier's
service in war - that there is no gap between them which needs to be
bridged. From the beginning of Time, Owen implies by his silence on the
subject, Life has accepted the fact of Death and vice versa. The English
soldier, too, does not reconcile himself to his death or situation during the
period the poem covers because, again, it is too early for him to do so.
Such a reconciliation will be required in the near future and will occur
when he, like the German soldier, faces his killer.
The German infantryman, on the other hand, does reconcile himself to
death in the poem. His monologue is, for the most part, that very reconciliation, one confessional both in tone and in subject. In it, he admits his
part in the war and all the various deaths war represents. When at last he
identifies himself as "'the enemy"' whom the English soldier had
"'jabbed and killed'" the day before and, in the very same breath, refers to
his murderer as "'friend"' his reconciliation is complete. At that moment,
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his resolution frees him to "'sleep."' 15 This moment is not only the climax
of the soldier's monologue, but the key to the elegy and to the whole of
Owen's elegiac practice.
The Gennan soldier's reconciliation to the universality of his fate and
to the brotherhood of humankind, which the contrasting words enemy and
friend convey, is the theme of this poem. "Strange Meeting" is, without a
doubt, an elegy, but one in which the individual, whether the mourner or
the mourned, plays a secondary role. Thematically, such traditional elements of the elegy are employed to support a larger concern of the poet.
The mourners, who are the mourned, do not praise the lives of the dead
but attempt to reveal '"the truth untold'" to strengthen '"the pity war distilled'" and, as Owen stated in his Preface, "to warn." Owen realized that
his "elegies are ... in no sense conciliatory" (Preface), and they are not
because Owen saw that consolation was impossible and, in fact, a lie. If
we are consoled, he might have said, the truth will never be aired. The
consoled are those who are blindly '"content."' If there is any consolation
in his elegies, it is that at least one participant was finally able to see
clearly, albeit horrifyingly, beyond the trappings of war: "glory, honour,
might, majesty, dominion, [and] power" (Preface).
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m. ''Halfthe Seed of Europe"
"Strange Meeting" is central to the body of Owen's work not simply
because it is one of the most often anthologized of his poems but because
it so clearly, if repetitiously, reveals his elegiac technique. It shows
Owen's innovation within the tradition: the unexpected, and perhaps even
odd, relationship of the mourner (the speaker) to the mourned (the subject); the eschewal of panegyric for a realistic, if negative and painful,
treatment; the concern with the anonymous, rather than the named and
known, individual who represents the masses; and the employment of the
tradition for propagandistic purposes. However, to suggest that "Strange
Meeting" is so central to Owen's work is not to say, or even to imply, that
others of his poems are less elegiac. The contrary is, in fact, the case.
Poems such as the well-known "Anthem for Doomed Youth," "Greater
Love," and "Dulce et Decorum Est" are also elegies, complementing as
well as continuing with the innovations so numerous in "Strange
Meeting." Even lesser-known poems, such as "Disabled," "Mental
Cases," and "A Terre," are elegies, but with a typical Owen twist to them.
Because Owen is so concerned with being "truthful" (Preface), he cannot hide the fact of death from himself nor from the reader of his elegies,
and thus, he belongs in the realist's camp, according to Stanford's scheme.
After all, the first lesson a soldier learns during the campaign is that death
is omnipresent and is, in fact, the reason behind his existence as a soldier.
Soldiers are meant to kill and be killed, nothing more. Death, and all that
it entails, such as suffering and loss, is the ultimate reason why Owen
writes. To be one of "the true Poets" he "must be truthful" (Preface) and
write about what lies at the core of war - death. It must be remembered
that the death which impels Owen is not the product of a natural process,
but an artificial one. War does not exist in Nature; it is manufactured,
both literally and figuratively, by humankind and imposed onto Nature.
When Owen states, "My subject is War" (Preface), he implies that his
subject is also death. War and death are so inextricably entwined as to
make them seem synonymous. In referring to his poems as "these elegies" (Preface), Owen emphasizes death's role in his work.
While Stanford's investigation focuses on the more traditional elegy, in
which only the physical death of an individual is mourned, Owen encom-
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passes in his elegies all the possibilities of death inherent in war. He
laments individuals as well as masses of persons whose deaths are physical or mental. In "Anthem for Doomed Youth," for example, Owen
mourns the physical deaths of those "who die as cattle," while in "The
Parable of the Old Man and the Young," his subject is "half the seed of
Europe" and in "Spring Offensive" those "comrades that went under" (44,
42, and 52-53, respectively). In poems such as "Asleep," "Futility," "The
Last Laugh," and "The Letter" (57, 58, 59, and 60, respectively), Owen
laments the physical deaths of specific, but anonymous, soldiers. The elegies' subjects may also be either anonymous soldiers who are vaguely and
explicitly or implicitly identified by their military titles, which serves only
to enhance their anonymity, as in "The Sentry" or "Inspection" (61 and
79, respectively), or named soldiers whose needs reinforce the soldiers'
facelessness because they are so common, as occurs with Tim in "S.I.W."
(74-75). In any event, the individual mourned represents the group. His
death, his suffering, his loss is the death, suffering, and loss of troops on
either side of No Man's Land.
A subcategory to that class of Owen's poems in which a physical death
is preeminent is comprised of poems such as "A Terre" and "Exposure"
(64-65 and 48-49, respectively). In such elegies, the speaker is alive but
is all too aware that he will be dead shortly. In the former poem, a hospitalized soldier recounts "the philosophy of many soldiers" to his visiting
friend, a poet we learn in the tenth line. His friend, the visitor, tells him
the doctors' verdict: he will die within a year. In the latter poem, a soldier, after musing about life in the trenches, prophesies his and his comrades' deaths with a chillingly calm tone in the ultimate stanza:
To-night, ... frost will fasten on this mud and us,
Shrivelling many hands, puckering foreheads crisp.
The burying-party, picks and shovels in their shaking grasp,
Pause over half-known faces. All their eyes are ice ....
A death-in-life situation is a major element in this subcategory. The
soldiers' forthcoming deaths and, more important, their objective, blase
attitude about it overshadows what is left of their lives so that they seem
to be dead already, or at least as dead as the soldiers in "Strange
Meeting." The soldier's prophecy in "Exposure" and the infantryman's
comment, in "A Terre," that, after he has died,
Soft rains will touch me, - as they could touch once,
And nothing but the sun shall make me ware.
Your guns may crash around me. I'll not hear;
Or, if I wince, I shall not know I wince,
are as disconcerting for the reader and as final for the elegies' subjects as
the German soldier's concluding remarks in "Strange Meeting":

I
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"I am the enemy you killed, my friend.
I knew you in this dark: for so you frowned
Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed.
I parried; but my hands were loath and cold.
Let us sleep now ...."
But the death-in-life motif is more central to the elegies in whi~h onl~ a
nonphysical death is treated. Nonphysical deaths ar~ t?o~ m which
mething internal has been destroyed, although the soldier s l~e has been
so ed Of the nine or so elegies in which this type of death is treated, a
:~ ;eat a death of the mind, madness or me~~l il~ess of some soi:t· In
"The Chances" (71), the death-in-life conditio~ is overt~y described.
Before a battle, Jimmy, the subject of the elegy, hsted for his f~llo~ soldiers, perhaps new recruits, the five things that may befall a soldier m battle: "'Ye get knocked out; else w~?,nded- _bad_
or cush~; I Sc~P.pered;or
nowt except yer feelin' mushy. A soldier is (1.) killed ~ . knocked
t'")· receives (2.) a serious ("'bad'") or a (3.) more superfic_ialwound
('\ushy"'); is (4.) taken prisoner ('"scuppered'"); or, if he s~ives those,
feels negatively toward himself ('"feelin' m~shy"') -:- gmlt, regr~t, or
some other negative, psychological reacllo~ ~o.his o~n s_urvival.
However, Jimmy had not counted on a sixth possibihty, which his buddy,
the speaker in the poem, reveals:
poor young Jim, 'e' 's livin' an' 'e's not;
'E reckoned 'e'd five chances, an' 'e 'ad;
'E's wounded, killed, and pris'ner, all the lot,
The bloody lot all rolled in one. Jim's mad.
Ironically, Jimmy's mind, the faculty which enabl~ him t_Operceive ~e
"five chances" in the first place, although not the sixth which befell him,
is the victim of the war.
.
Both "Mental Cases" and "Smile, Smile, Smile" (69 and 77, respecllv~ly) are also centered on the "livin' an' ... not" aspect of madness. ~ch ~s
set in a hospital, presumably the mental ward, and in eac~, the ~ubJect is
not a specific individual, but a group of anonyn:ious soldier-pallents. In
"Mental Cases," they are those "men whose mmds the ~ad h_aver~vished." Like Jimmy, they are victims of actual ba~tles_which therr bodies
survived but the experiences of which, the "Mullltudmous murders they
once witnessed," has made them mad. Less than alive, more ~an de~d,
they are "purgatorial shadows" who are "tormented" psych~logic~lly like
the damned soldiers in "Strange Meeting." While the soldier~patients of
"Smile, Smile, Smile" may be physically harmed or handicapped "half-limbed" - it is also obvious that they have been destroyed me~tally
as well. Owen does not describe their physical conditi~?~ as graphically
or as horrifyingly as he does those in "Mental Cases m order not to
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are as disconcer~n~ for the r~ader and as final for the elegies' subjects as
the German soldier s concludmg remarks in "Strange Meeting":

"I am the enemy you killed, my friend.
I knew you in this dark: for so you frowned
Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed.
I parried; but my hands were loath and cold.
Let us sleep now ...."

Butthe death-in-life motif is more central to the elegies in which only a
nonphysical death is treated. Nonphysical deaths are those in which
something internal has been destroyed, although the soldier's life has been
spared.Of the nine or so elegies in which this type of death is treated, a
third
treat a death of the mind, madness or mental illness of some sort. In
"TheChances" (71), the death-in-life condition is overtly described.
Before a battle, Jimmy, the subject of the elegy, listed for his fellow soldiers,perhaps new recruits, the five things that may befall a soldier in battle: "'Ye get knocked out; else wounded - bad or cushy; / Scuppered; or
nowtexcept yer feelin' mushy."' A soldier is (1.) killed ('"knocked
out"');receives (2.) a serious ('"bad"') or a (3.) more superficial wound
('"cushy"'); is (4.) taken prisoner ('"scuppered'"); or, if he survives those,
feels negatively toward himself ("'feelin' mushy"') - guilt, regret, or
someother negative, psychological reaction to his own survival.
However, Jimmy had not counted on a sixth possibility, which his buddy,
thespeaker in the poem, reveals:
poor young Jim, 'e' 's livin' an' 'e's not;
'E reckoned 'e'd five chances, an' 'e 'ad;
'E's wounded, killed, and pris'ner, all the lot,
The bloody lot all rolled in one. Jim's mad.
Ironically, Jimmy's mind, the faculty which enabled him to perceive the
"five chances" in the first place, although not the sixth which befell him,
is the victim of the war.
Both "Mental Cases" and "Smile, Smile, Smile" (69 and 77, respectively) are also centered on the "livin' an' ... not" aspect of madness. Each is
set in a hospital, presumably the mental ward, and in each, the subject is
not a specific individual, but a group of anonymous soldier-patients. In
"Mental Cases," they are those "men whose minds the Dead have ravished." Like Jimmy, they are victims of actual battles which their bodies
survived but the experiences of which, the "Multitudinous murders they
once witnessed," has made them mad. Less than alive, more than dead,
theyare "purgatorial shadows" who are "tormented" psychologically like
thedamned soldiers in "Strange Meeting." While the soldier-patients of
"Smile, Smile, Smile" may be physically harmed or handicapped "half-limbed" - it is also obvious that they have been destroyed mentally
as well. Owen does not describe their physical conditions as graphically
or as horrifyingly as he does those in "Mental Cases" in order not to
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divert the reader's attention from the soldiers' mental state, which is subtly depicted. He mentions that their heads are "limp," they are "sunkeyed," and they smile constantly. The key to their mental destruction is
their smiling, which is mentioned three times, all in the last eight lines of
the poem, echoing the poem's title. The first time Owen draws our attention to their expression, when he describes the soldiers as smiling "at one
another curiously/ Like secret men who know their secret safe," we are
told parenthetically that it is the vast destruction, the death and carnage
they witnessed, which makes them smile. The experience of that horror is
perpetually with them and is what "they know" yet about which they
"never speak." Unable to cope with the brutality of that experience, they
become "secret men," so withdrawn into themselves they are dead to reality. We are allowed to see the truth of their existence, while around them
civilians, whom Owen sarcastically depicts as those "in whose voice real
feeling rings," misinterpret die smiling, believing that the soldiers have
left the war behind and that the "poor things" are, consequently, "happy
now."
However, although it may be the one he most effectively describes, the
destruction of soldiers' minds is not the only nonphysical death recorded
in Owen's elegies. "Insensibility" (37-38) treats the death of human sensibility, the ability to feel. In this poem, Owen reveals, one by one, some
of the distinct faculties which, collectively, comprise human sensibility
and which, one by one, are being slaughtered both on and off the battlefield. In the first, fourth, and fifth stanzas, Owen suggests that compassion for others has been destroyed. The soldiers "before they are killed /
... let their veins run cold" in order to feel "no compassion" for "their
brothers" as the "front line withers." Soldiers at home, those who have not
been at the front yet and have made no effort to learn about their comrades' experiences there, have no compassion because of their self-generated ignorance. They have no "notion / How somewhere, every dawn,
some men attack,/ And many sighs are drained." Even those who are
"wise," those who are intelligent enough to perceive the soldiers' plight
despite war propaganda and to react compassionately, view the soldiers at
the front too basely and reveal a lack of any feeling:
Alive, he is not vital overmuch;
Dying, not mortal overmuch;
Nor sad, nor proud,
Nor curious at all.
To the "wise," the front-line soldier is not even an oddity which might
make him, even momentarily, reason to be contemplated.
Fighting soldiers also lack compassion for themselves, as Owen mentions in the second and third stanzas. Some soldiers "cease feeling/ Even
themselves or for themselves" while others "lose imagination," the ability
to picture their experiences which would provoke a response. In both
22 Wilfred Owen
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cases, the soldiers are protecting themselves from r~~lity ~d, ~~reby,
coping with it, but in a negative manner. They sacnftce therr ab1hty to
care, their compassion, in order to get through what they must each day.
At the front, they have learned that "Dullness best solves / The tease and
doubt of shelling," but not that there is a price which they pay for "livin'
an' ... not": "Their senses in some scorching cautery of battle/ Now
long since ironed,/ ... laugh among the dying, unconcerned." In the sixth
stanza, Owen states that the insensible, whether they are soldiers at the
front or other persons, are "cursed" and "wretched" because "By choice
they made themselv~s imm~ne_/ To pity ~nd whatever ~o~s in_man._"
Relying on such an ,mmumty ts to commit a form ?f sm~tde. It 1s thetr
"choice," their action, to destroy or not to destroy therr feelmgs.
"Disabled" (67-68) belongs to this group of elegies also, but unlike the
previous poems, it treats three nonphysical attribut~s, not just one, ~hich
are being destroyed simultaneously. The most obvious of the three 1sthe
death of the soldier's youth, which is revealed both explicitly and implicitly in the poem. The hospitalized soldier, who lied about his age in order
to join the armed forces, "sat in a wheeled chair, waiting for dark, / And
shivered in his ghastly suit of grey, / Legless, sewn short at elbow," and
remembers how once "There was an artist silly for his face,/ For it was
younger than his youth, last year. / N?w he _is_
old; his back wil~ nev~r
brace." In this passage, his lost youth 1s exphc1tly contrasted agamst hts
metaphorical old age which has replaced it. A series of ?1emories of the
soldier's happier past comprise the poem, each memory triggered when he
hears the carefree youths outside, beys perhaps not much younger than
he: "Through the park / Voices of boys rang saddening like a hymn, /
Voices of play and pleasure." The youthful "voices" provide an implicit
contrast to the soldier's metaphoric old age and enhance, for the reader,
the soldier's pain of having sacrificed his youth. In fact, the boys' youthful cheerfulness lingers in the background throughout the poem and gives
the elegy a particularly ironic flavor.
Also ironically, the soldier's sexuality has been destroyed. The reason
he joined the army in the first place was to impress the women:
He thought he'd better join. - He wonders why.
Someone had said he'd look a god in kilts,
That's why; and may be, too, to please his Meg;
Aye, that was it, to please the giddy jilts
He asked to join.
He is not attractive to them now, and "he will never feel again how slim /
Girls' waists are, or how warm their subtle hands." Owen implies that the
soldier is impotent, which might be physical in origin, a dismemberment,
and not psychological:
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He's lost his colour very far from here,
Poured it down shell-holes till the veins ran dry,
And half his lifetime lapsed in the hot race,
And leap of purple spurted from his thigh.

I
I

The soldier's dead youth and his dead sexuality are instrumental in the
third abstraction that has been destroyed, his self-dignity.
Like Houseman's victorious youth,16 the soldier was a winning athlete;
however, unlike Houseman's young man who died at the height of his
ability and never had to cope with seeing his career eclipsed, Owen's
young soldier is unmercifully alive with his memories and, at the opposite
extreme, with his painful reality. He is no longer the complete man, much
less the hero of "the matches," that he once was, and he is fully aware,
despite his disabilities, of "how the women's eyes/ Passed from him to
the strong men that were wl:!ole."Once "carried shoulder-high" in victory
by his fans "After the matches," he now has no "choice," unlike the ,
"dullards," in "Insensibility," but to "spend a few ... years in Institutes, I
And do what things the rules consider wise, / And take whatever pity they
may dole." Unlike the suicidal "dullards," he cannot stop or even curb the
memories of his happier, civilian life from recurring and, by their recurring, torturing him in Dantesque fashion, since much in his current life
reminds him of the past; but neither can he commit a physical suicide,
having no hands by which to perform the act. The athlete praised for his
ability to use his body is now reduced to dependence on others for even
the simplest movements, such as feeding, which will keep him "livin' an'
... not" for many more years to come.
Human dignity is also the subject in the brief elegy "Inspection" (79),
but to a less obvious degree than in "Disabled." In "Inspection," an officer's lack of compassion destroys one of his men's self-dignity. The officer sees a spot of blood on the soldier's uniform during inspection, and
"For being 'dirty on parade"' the soldier is '"confined to camp."' The spot
of blood, that "damned spot," as the soldier calls it echoing Macbeth (V,
i), is "his own." The soldier sees it as a symbol of his sacrifice for his
country in its hour of need, but the officer degrades it by considering it as
"'dirt."' The soldier agrees: "'Blood's dirt,' he laughed, looking away/
Far off to where his wound had bled / And almost merged for ever into
clay." His too-quick agreement reveals his disappointment and his realization that what he has to offer, his very life symbolized by the "damned
spot," is worthless to those to whom he offers it.
Of course, dirt is a pun, providing the poem with a powerful ambiguity.
On one hand, dirt is soil. The image of the soldier's blood which had
"almost merged forever into clay" echoes one of the ideas the soldier facing death in "A Terre" mentions:
"I shall be one with nature, herb, and stone,"
Shelley would tell me. Shelley would be stunned:
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The dullest Tommy hugs that fancy now.
"Pushing up daisies" is their creed ....
On the other hand, and more to the theme of the elegy, dirt i~ garbage or
waste. In agreeing with the o~fic~rthat "'.Blood_'s_
dirt,"' the infantryman
ccepts the establishment's reJecl1onof his sacnf1ce. W~at he had been
:roud of has been shoved back into his face. His life 1s no more than
garbage to those in command and whom he serves.
. .
. .
The last three poems of the group in which a death-m-hfe m~llf ts
expressed, "Le Christianisme," "At a Calvary Near the Ancre, an~
"Soldier's Dream" (83, 82, and 84, respectively), treat the de~th _o~rehgious faith. In these poe~s, religious faith is a means_for ~e 1_ndiv1d~al,
soldiers in this case, to fmd comfort from, or meanmg m, hfe dunn?,
wartime. Both "Le Christianisme" and "At Calvary Near th~ Ancre
investigate the death of faith primarily, although not exclusively, by
focusing on various Catholic statuaries. !n ~e fo~er el~gy, repre~.n~tions of three different divine personages indicate th•~ mottf. ~ cruc1f1x1s
the first mentioned: "the church Christ [that] was hit and boned / Under
[the church's] rubbish and rubble." Even images o~ "saints" lie "I?, cellars, packed-up ... [and] serried, / Well out of ~earing our trouble. :he
statue of the Virgin Mary has also been affected by the bombmg.
Although "still immaculate," she "Smiles on for war to flatter her." No
longer haloed by light but "with an old tin hat," one of the metal hel~~ts
worn by soldiers in the First World War, she had abandone~ her d1v~ne
mission one of love, for an earthly one, destruction, to which sh~, l_ike
"the ch~ch Christ" and the "packed-up saints" will eventually fall v1cttm:
"a piece of hell will batter her." The poem implies that war i~ more powerful than God's emissaries on earth and, consequently, there ts no hope of
relief from war.
Like "Le Christianisme," "At a Calvary Near the Ancre" initially focuses on a crucifix, one which is not "buried," as that in "Le Christianism~"
is, but which "ever hangs where shelled roads part." No_ot~er stat~arr ts
mentioned in the poem, but persons associated with Chnst m the b1bhcal
account of His life are: disciples, priests, and scribes. N?t only ~s. the
statue of Jesus "lost a limb," but "His disciples hide," echoing the ?nginal
story of the abandonment of Christ by His disciples and r~veahng that
those who would do His bidding have abandoned both Him and those
who depend on Him simultaneously. Only "the Soldiers'.' who h_ave.~ctual
need of Jesus "bear with Him," but they do so to no avrul. Havmg lost a
limb," the statue of Christ is no longer "i::nmaculate," as is the "o~e
Virgin" in "Le Christianismme," nor, one presumes, able to perform Hts
function.
Owen reveals in "At a Calvary Near the Ancre" that_w_ar ~v~s a~ay
religious faith which the disciples represent, or forces it into h1dmg, hke
the "church Christ" and the "packed-up Saints" in "Le Christianisme._"
Those who remain, as represented by the priests, are impure and of dub1-
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ous origins and alliances: "in their faces there is pride / That they were
flesh-marked by the Beast/ By whom the gentle Christ's denied." All 1
that remains near the broken Christ are "the Soldiers," the antithesis of
"the gentle Christ," and for them, there is no salvation, neither on earth
nor in the afterlife, as "Strange Meeting" reveals. The hidden disciples,
the priests, and the scribes - the latter representing civilians at home who
"brawl allegiance to the state," which echoes Christ's dictim to "Render ...
unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that
are God's" (Matthew 22:21), but who do not sacrifice in order to give survive, but "the Soldiers" and Christ "who love the greater love / Lay
down their life."
Not only are Jesus, Mary, and Christendom's saints unable, or unwilling, to intercede for humankind in wartime, but God Himself is against •
His children. In "Soldier's Dream," Owen substitutes holy statuary for an
infantryman's dream. In it, Jesus attempts to end the war by tampering
with the very machinery that makes war possible. He
fouled the big-gun gears;
And caused a permanent stoppage in all bolts;
And buckled with a smile Mausers and Colts;
And rusted every bayonet with His tears.
And there were no more bombs, of ours or Theirs,
Not even an old flint-lock, nor even a pikel.
Jesus, whose mission is one of love, seems victorious, but not for long.
The soldier continues to dream that "God was vexed" by what Christ had
done "and gave all power to Michael," the archangel and commander of
God's celestial army, whom Yeats called "leader of God's host,"" to make
"repairs" on the weapons. When the soldier wakes, the war is still on. It
is no wonder that neither Jesus nor Mary nor the saints are able to curtail
the carnage since God, the source of their power, is bloodthirsty.
While there may be quite a variety of subjects the deaths of which
Owen's elegies treat- not only an individual (or group of individuals) or
some abstract, inner quality in an individual (or group) but, also, the
mind, sensibility, or religious faith - the manner by which the subject
dies is always the same: war. If war, battle, guns, or other words or
images do not explicitly appear in the elegies, as they do in many, Owen
at least alludes to them. War is apparent in "Asleep" (57), although it is
referred to only twice and then briefly. In the first line, Owen describes
the soldier as wearing a "helmet," and in the ninth line, the bullets which
killed the soldier as "the intrusive lead." Owen makes no other mention of
war, and in "Futility" (58), he only tenuously alludes to war: the dead but
"still warm" person "in France" is unmistakenably a slain soldier.
Owen never overtly eulogizes or assesses the individuals or abstract
qualities the deaths of which his elegies treat because he realizes that to
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praise or to evaluate them might make the poems suspect. He claims in
his Preface that his "elegies" are not "about deeds, or lands, nor anything
about glory, honour, might, majesty, dominion, or power." By making
such a statement, he cuts himself off from them, the traditional trappings
of the elegy. Instead, he concentrates on, and is extremely adept at, producing in readers a particular reaction to the deaths, usually a combination
of shock and pity. Consciously or subconsciously, readers then supply a
eulogy or assessment of the subject in order to justify their reaction of
shock to the subject's death. In effect, readers become an active, if unwitting, participant in the elegy. Because readers are used to the conventional
elegy, which they had anticipated reading in "War Poems," they don't
expect to be shocked. This is clearly the case in poems such as "Dulce et
Decorum Est" (55) in which Owen contrasts the reality of modem warfare
against an outdated, idealized view of war as expressed by the phrase
from Horace which he employs: "Dulce et decorum est / Pro patria
mori."
The poem builds slowly toward the shock effect Owen desires. In the
first stanza, Owen describes a company of soldiers on its way from the
battlefield to camp, a "distant rest." In the second stanza, poisonous gas
interrupts the men's march to safety, and all but one soldier is able - during the initial confusion and response to the alert of "Gas! Gas! Quick,
boys!" - to put on his gas mask. Our attention is focused on the
unlucky infantryman who
was yelling ... and stumbling
And flound'ring like a man in fire or lime ...
Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light,
As under a sea, ... drowning.
The description of this man's suffering, the horrible preamble to his particular death, becomes more chilling in the next stanza because of its
brevity - "He plunges ..., guttering, choking, drowning" - but is more
graphically and more shockingly described in the ultimate stanza:
the white eyes writhing in his face,
His hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin;
... at every jolt, the blood
... gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent touP-ges....
Shocked by such scenes, readers respond by feeling that not only does no
human being deserve such a horrible death but also that no one who has
already suffered as much as the soldier and his company had- "All went
lame; all blind; / Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots/ Of tired, outstripped Five-Nines that dropped behind" - deserves such a death.
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Readers th~n begin_to s1;1ggestto. themselves that, after all, the infantryman was simply domg his duty without complaint and, consequently, was
a good soldier and, because he was a good soldier, he was probably a likable fellow, a considerate son and lover, etc. In responding in such a manner, readers create the eulogy and assessment which Owen does not supply nor needed to supply, as he himself knew.
A similar thing happens in "S.I.W." (74-75). Because of the title, an
abbreviation for "self-inflicted wound," the reader anticipates that the
poemwill focus on a soldier who has wounded himself in order to be sent
home, away from the front, which, traditionally-speaking, is not a very
~onorable m~s of get~g out of a war situation; and in fact, the descriptmn of the war s devastatmg effect on the soldieronce an hour a bullet missed its aim
And misses teased the hunger of his brain.
His eyes grew old with wincing, and his hand
Reckless with ague. Courage leaked, as sand
From the best sand-bags after years of rain.
But never leave, wound, fever, trench-foot, shock,
Untrapped the wretch. And death seemed still withheld
For torture of lying machinally shelled,
At the pleasure of this world's Powers who'd run amok
-not only enhances that anticipation but makes the reader believe that
any soldier might have good reason to wound himself. However, the first
mention of self-inflicted wound does not occur until over halfway through
the poem, in the second stanza, in which Owen reveals that the soldier had
seen men shoot their hands, on night patrol.
Their people never knew. Yet they were vile.
"Death sooner than dishonour, that's the style!"
So Father said.
Apparently, wounding oneself is not an alternative for this soldier. Like
the soldier in "Dulce et Decorum Est," he is a good soldier, the reader
deduces, because he considers an S.I.W. "vile" and is a good son and
brother since he neither complains to his family about life in the trenches
nor worries them by revealing the truth. Instead, he lies, letting them
believe he is "sheltered in some Y.M. Hut," a hostel for troops run by the

YMCA.11
In the third stanza, we read that the soldier has killed himself. Without
a doubt, his is a self-inflicted wound, since "they found the English ball"
lodged in his flesh, but it is a S.I.W. of an unexpected variety, not "a nice
saf~ w?und," not an "accident," but an intentional suicide. The poem is
begmnmg to shock the reader not only because the soldier's suicide was
totally unexpected nor simply because the description of his fatal wound,
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"his bleeding cough," is so effective with its enjambment of bleeding
(which has such serious overtones) and cough (which has less serious
connotations) but because the reader expected a different soldier to wound
himself, not the one who considered S.I.W.s "vile" men.
The next stanza explains the soldier's suicide as the result of a "reasoned crisis of his soul." Caught between his realization that his situation
was an "inescapable thrall" which must be escaped and his love and
respect for his father, who instilled in him the ideas that he would rather
see his son "dead than in disgrace" and, similarly, that his son should live
by the slogan of '"Death sooner than dishonour,"' the soldier's only alternative was suicide. A good son, the soldier has been betrayed by the
thoughtlessness of his own father, and our view of him as a good son, and
our shock, is intensified when we realize that he preferred to sacrifice
himself rather than smudge his father's honor.
Yet Owen saves the greatest shock of the poem for the ultimate stanza
which is comprised of only two unrhymed lines: "With him they buried
the muzzle his teeth had kissed,/ And truthfully wrote the mother, 'Tim
died smiling.'" At least four elements in these two lines shock the reader.
The most obvious is its imagery. The picture of "The muzzle his teeth
had kissed" is extremely effective, especially since it rather closely follows "his bleeding cough." With the image, Owen focuses our attention
on the kiss, although the "muzzle" is not forgotten, and to our horror we
realize that the soldier's lips have been blown off. If that were not the
case, his teeth could not be described as kissing the barrel of the rifle.
The paradox of the last three words also enhances the shock effect of
the lines. Because his mouth has been blown open, the soldier appears to
have '"died smiling."' On one hand, the phrase reveals how the boy killed
himself. On the other, it suggests that Tim, who is '"smiling,"' is not only
pleased he has solved the "crisis of his soul" but also happy that he has, at
last, escaped the "inescapable thrall." Of course, death is no escape, no
more so for Tim than for the English soldier who escaped in "Strange
Meeting," and this is the paradox. The reader realizes this even if Tim
had not.
Irony also plays a role in the shock these lines create. The soldier who
has committed suicide with his rifle is buried with it. The gun, a Freudian
symbol, represents both the war, traditionally a male activity, and the
father. Tim is buried or, symbolically, perpetually sleeps with the symbol
of both.
Lastly, the officer lied when he "wrote the Mother, 'Tim died smiling."'
The officer was, of course, using Tim's wound metaphorically to ease the
woman's grief over the loss of her eldest son, and in that sense he "truthfully wrote" her. However, he implied by using that particular metaphor
that Tim's death was easy, almost carefree, and not the sole, desperate
alternative to that torturous "crisis of his soul." This lie is perhaps the
least obvious of the elements which shock the reader but the most effective when one considers that, by denying the truth, the officer has obliterWilfred Owen 29

ated the youth's struggle, as surely as Tim had obliterated his own life
and, simultaneously, obliterated all of Tim's good qualities which are evi~
dent. throughout the poem. Readers fill in, even if only subconsciously
and if _only to themselves, the vacuum the officer's lie creates. Again,
Owen •~ores the elegy's eulogy/assessment, but the reader composes it.
On~ 1s al~ays aware_that there is a mourner-subject relationship in
Owen s e~eg1es. Accordmg to Stanford, the persona in elegies may be the
mourner m the poem as well as the poet, but in Owen's work, these are
not the only possibilities. In "War Poems," at least four classes of mourners may be identified. The most obvious of these is the group comprised
of those at home, usually civilians and usually parents, siblings, or sweethearts, of the dead, although they may also be strangers. However, in
~wen s work the mourners may also be the poet, a soldier-poet, dead soldiers, or a combination of any of these groups.
Wh~t distinguishes one group from another is not simply who is
lame~ung the loss of someone or something but, more important, who has
expenenced war at firsthand and who has not. Owen is adamant about
making such distin_ctions,being unable to accept the grief of a mourner
who ?8s not expenenced trench warfare as anything but, at best, hollow
emollon. Only one who has been there, according to Owen, has the right
or, in Owen's view, the responsibility to mourn.
"Apologia Pro Poemate Meo" (39-40) is Owen's quintessential statement on the mourner-mourned relationship. We learn in the first seven
quatrains that the "I" of the poem is the generalized soldier-poet, one able
to see "God through mud," one who lay "Behind the barrage, dead as [his]
platoon," as well_as..o?e who "witnessed exultation" and "Joy" and who
made fellowships m much the same way the soldiers of "Strange
~eeting" did. The "I" is Everyman-of-the-Trenches who, "through mud"
Where death becomes absurd and life absurder," "where hopes lay
strewn" among the bodies of the dead,
perceived much beauty
In the hoarse oaths that kept ... courage straight;
Heard music in the silentness of duty;
Found peace where shell-storms spouted reddest spate.
!he soldier-poet has been through "the sorrowful dark of hell," that same
mfcmo of "Strange Meeting," and he believes that this gives him a special
s~tus of some_sort, not because he has survived, but because he has expenenc~d war first hand. 19 It does give him special status, a prophetic or
mysucal one. Paradoxically, within his war experience, the soldier-poet
found "much beauty," both "music" and "peace," as if he discovered the
still, clear eye of a hurricane.
Because he has experienced the war, the soldier does not base his view
on "Yesterday's Mail; the casualties (typed small) / And (large) Vast
Booty from our Latest Haul" as the "people in whose voice real feeling
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rings" do in "Smile, Smile, Smile" nor on hollow slogans, such as "'Death
sooner than dishonour,"' as the Father does in "S.I.W." Only those who
have not experienced war and who are, consequently, blind to what it is
could or would do such a thing. Such a person is the poem's "you,"
whom the "I'' finally addresses directly in the last two quatrains.
The poem's "you," whom Owen never identifies in any manner,
remains simply "you" and, thus, is both the generalized mourner as well
as the reader, has not seen that the soldier's "world is but a trembling of a
flare,/ And heaven but as the highway for a shell." The lack of such experience of the ''you" allows the soldier-poet to state condescendingly in the
elegy's last two lines that "These men are worth/ Your tears," giving
"you" permission, as it were, to lament, to grieve, to cry over the soldiers'
deaths. However, he also tells the "you" that "You are not worth their
merriment," implying that although "you" may lament, the mourner's sentiments are worthless to the dead and that the dead have attained that
prophetic/mystical level, "their merriment," which is more important than
the mourner's "tears."
Merriment, the poem's last word, is a strange ending for an elegy. As a
concept, Owen does not use it here as he does the "Voices of play and
pleasure after day" in "Disabled," although both do lend contrast to the
elegies and enhance the shock quality of each. Several words akin to
merriment appear throughout "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo:" laughs (1.
4), merry (1. 5), joy (1. 21), and mirth (1. 33). Merriment and its related
words indicate the soldier's prophetic/mystic state, that still, clear eye of
the hurricane, which only a soldier may achieve in the midst of his
wartime experience. The soldier who has gone through "the sorrowful
darkof hell, / Whose world is but the trembling of a flare, / And heaven
but as the highway for a shell" may attain a sense of contentment which
enables him to be merry in the face of annihilation. The soldier has, in
effect, accepted the fact that he may die shortly, and having accepted it, he
has freed himself from worry. The mourning of the "you," therefore, is
not equal to, "not worth," what the soldier may achieve. Owen does not
value grief, a reaction to loss, while he does find worth in "merriment,"
also a reaction to loss. The mourner who has not experienced "the sorrowful dark of hell" of the mourned expresses empty emotion because it
is not generated by experience. Only the poem's "I", Owen suggests, may
mourn with value, reason, and veracity.
In "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo," Owen waits until the last two stanzas
to distinguish between a mourner who has not experienced war and one
who has, while in "Greater Love" (41), the distinction is made immediately, in the first stanza, and is continued throughout the poem. Both the "I''
and the "you" of "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo" are present in "Greater
Love," but the "I" in the latter elegy is now primarily concerned with contrasting the love "you" is able to express against the love "the English
dead" have already expressed, and not simply to reveal the special status
of the "I."
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The "you" - presumably a woman whom the "I" loves but, except for
that factor, an anonymous person whose "Red lips are not so red / As the
stained stones kissed by the English dead" and whose "slender attitude /
Trembles not exquisite like limbs knife-skewed," whose "voice sings not
so soft," whose "Heart ... [was] never hot/ Nor large" as his dead comrades' hearts - persistently falls short in the comparison. His beloved
fails simply because she lacks experience. "You" has not been to the
trenches, has not been given the chance to sacrifice, and consequently has
become diminished in the eyes of the poem's "I". Both the "you" and
"the English dead" play more obvious and substantial roles in "Greater
Love" than in "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo" because the former elegy is
simply a comparison of the two concluded by the soldier-poet's deduction
based on the comparison.
On one hand, this elegy is about a love greater than the erotic, not that
which exists between the "wooed and wooer," or the poem's "I" and
"you," but a spiritual love founded on self-sacrifice. The title alludes to
John 15:13, which states that "Greater love hath no man than this, that a
man lay down his life for his friends." However, as in "Apologia Pro
Poemate Meo," Owen distinguishes between whose mourning is valid and
whose is not, and because the "you" fails in the comparison, the "I" can
state in the ultimate line, "Weep, you may weep, for you may touch them
not," which echoes the last two lines of "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo."
The mourner, then, is permitted to mourn not the death of soldiers but her
inability to attain the level of love and self-sacrifice that they have.
In "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo," the "you" is considered a failure
because he/she has not experienced war, unlike the soldier-poet; in
"Greater Love," the "you" fails because "the English dead" have
expressed a love which she cannot since she has not experienced war. In
both elegies, the mourning the "you" expresses is worthless to the dead
and incredible to the soldier-poet. The grief of "you" will never reach the
dead - "you may touch them not" - not simply because they are beyond
the living's grasp but because the mourner's grief is invalid, based on
hearsay, such as reports in "Yesterday's Mail."
In poems such as "The Parable of the Old Man and the Young" and
"Conscious" (42 and 63, respectively), the chief mourner is not the generalized soldier-poet, the Everyman-in-the-Trenches, but an omniscient poet
whose omniscience gives him the credibility that the "you" of "Apologia
Pro Poemate Meo" and "Greater Love" lacks. In "The Parable of the Old
Man and the Young," which is based on the biblical account of Abraham
and Isaac in Genesis 22, the poet mourns a generalized subject, "half the
seed of Europe." However, in Owen's version, Abraham sacrifices Isaac,
"the youth," despite an attempted intervention by God Whose angel
appears, as it did in the Old Testament, and calls
out of heaven,
Saying, Lay not thy hand upon the lad,
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Neither do anything to him. Behold,
A ram, caught in a thicket by its horns;
Offer the Ram of Pride instead of him.
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The poet never reveals his emotion but narrates the situation coolly,
objectively, and his coolness and objectivity enhance his credibility so
that the reader is willing to accept the last two lines of the poem - "But
the old man ... slew his son,/ And half the seed of Europe, one by one" as fact, despite its obvious subjectivity and its propagandistic intent.
Like the German soldier in "Strange Meeting," the soldier in
"Conscious" wakes momentarily and speaks in response to his situation
before falling into unconsciousness again. The poet is chief mourner, as
he was in "The Parable of the Old Man and the Young," but unlike that
elegy, the mourner's role in "Conscious" is never one of spokesperson,
and he is not interested in propagandistic statements of any sort. He
retains his omniscient stance, reporting objectively what is said in the hospital room the soldier occupies as well as the soldier's thoughts:
What a smooth floor the ward has! What a rug!
Who is that talking somewhere out of sight?
Why are they laughing? What's inside that jug?
"Nurse! Doctor!" -"Yes; all right, all right."
The soldier's helplessness and confusion and the impatient tone of his
nurse's "'Yes; all right, all right"' are obvious to the reader and sum up
precisely the situation he faces. Because of the mourner's restraint, Owen
enhances the pathos of the soldier's situation, symbolically expressed as
one of an individual caught in the twilight between life and death, and
affects the reader as deeply by the scene as the mourner is.
The objectivity of the poet who is the mourner in "The Parable of the
Old Man and the Young" and "Conscious" enhances their theme and their
total effect. Owen also employs objectivity in "The Show" (50-51) but
combines it with the mourner's firsthand experience, giving another
dimension to the mourner-mourned relationship. The mourner in "The
Show" is not the poet nor a poet-soldier, but a dead soldier who, like the
English and German soldiers of "Strange Meeting," reveals the situation
at hand directly to the reader. The scene the dead soldier describes is reminiscent of what the Englishman encounters in "Strange Meeting," as is
also the vagueness of the soldier about the means by which he has arrived
at the landscape:
My soul looked down from a vague height, with Death,
As unremembering how I rose or why,
And saw a sad land, weak with sweats of dearth,
Gray, cratered like the moon with hollow woe,
And pitted with great pocks and scabs of plagues.
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--,.,---The objectivity of the dead soldier is not one characterized simply by a
lack of subjecti_vity, but also one generated by the mourner's being
stunned by the sight suddenly, inexplicably stretched out before him and
by his being_removed, also suddenly and inexplicably, from it. At the
m?me~t of his death, th: soldier is given a bird's eye view "from a vague
height of a landscape Gray, cratered like the moon." The scene overpowers him, leaving him a passive observer like the poet-mourner in "The
Parable of the Old Manand the Young" and "Conscious."
Owen draws the dead soldier's attention from the landscape to the
elegy's central metaphor, the "thin caterpillars, [that] slowly uncoiled. / ...
they pu_shedthemselves to be as plugs / Of ditches, where they writhed
and .~hnvel!ed, ~!lled," an image whic~ affinns the reader's suspicion that
the caterpillars are columns of soldiers. The dead soldier has "reeled
and shivered forthward like a feather" and explains, in the last stanza, that
Death fell with me, like a deepening moan.
And He, picking a manner of wonn, which half had hid
Its bruises in the earth, but crawled no further
Showed me its feet, the feet of many men, '
And the fresh-severed head of it, my head.

!s

It a_s?ocking ending to the poem, one enhanced by the dead soldier's
O?Ject1V1ty.
?w~n. obliterates the comfort the caterpillar metaphor initially
gives (?Y d1sgmsmg the reality of the slaughter of the troops), and the
reader 1s forced to respond, supplying the emotion, grief, and disgust that
the_d~d soldier cannot. The reader, consequently, becomes a mourner
~h1ch 1_sno~.the case i_n•:Th_eParable of ~e Old Man and the Young" o;
Conscious. The soldier s frrsthand expenence combined with his objectivity elicits such a response.
In the elegies which allude to the funeral ritual, such as "Anthem for
Doomed_ Yout~" and_"!he Send-Off' (44 and 46, respectively), the
~ourner 1s agam _omnisc1e?tand objective, but not the omniscient, objectlve poet of previous elegies. He is the soldier-poet in the midst of the
experience he is describing, as in 'The Show," but without the subjectivity so apparent in "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo" and "Greater Love."
. Owen structured the sonnet "Anthem for Doomed Youth" on a quest~on-~swer framework, a technique which enhances the objectivity. The
f~rst hne of the octet and of the sextet are questions, and the remaining
Imes of each strophe answer them. The questions the soldier-poet asks
ar~ the same (What funeral awaits the soldiers to mark their passing from
this world to the next?), although expressed differently each time, and are
generated by the ~attle scene before him. The answers to the questions
are also the same m both cases: there will be no traditional funeral and
the only thing that currently marks the soldiers'deaths is the battle itself:
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Only the monstrous anger of the guns.
Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle
Can patter out their hasty orisons.
The shrill, demented choirs of wailing shells;
And bugles calling ....
While in the near future, their deaths will be marked by the reaction of the
youth at home - "boys, ... in [whose] eyes/ Shall shine the holy glimmers of good-byes" and "The pallor of girls, brows shall be their pall" and by one daily activity which will become, for the soldier-poet, a
metaphor of mourning: "each slow dusk a drawing down of blinds."
There will be no other memorial marking the soldiers' deaths, no funeral
rites but these for those "who die as cattle," and no other would be good
enough for them: "no mockeries now for them; no prayers nor bells, /
Nor any voice of mourning ...." The soldier-poet suggests that the experience of the carnage, the terror, the hatred is the only appropriate memorial
to the soldiers' sacrifice. If the experience of war is the only suitable monument to the soldiers' sacrifice, then it follows that only one who has
experienced war may reasonably lament the war dead. Indeed, this is what
Owen expresses in several of his elegies.
As in "Anthem for Doomed Youth," the mourner in "The Send-Off'
describes an experience as it occurs. Although the title suggests that this
will be a poem about soldiers going off to war amid fanfare, the_exact
opposite is the case. The narrator describes the secret transportation by
train of dead prisoners of war "from the upland camp," the moving of the
soldiers becoming a sort of funeral rite for them as the battle was for the
dead in "Anthem for Doomed Youth." The men are "stuck all white with
wreath and spray," while "Dull porters ... and a casual tramp" attend them,
but such a rite is one of the "mockeries" the dead do not deserve.
Because these men are not war dead per se but died in a prisoner of war
camp, a very unheroic ending in Owen,s scheme of things, no memorial
but a mock funeral march marks their passing.
Even the poem itself, an elegy, does not memorialize the dead in the
way others of Owen's elegies have, and this is because of the type of
death the men have experienced. In "Anthem for Doomed Youth," Owen
offers an appropriate memorial to the dead: the war experience itself; in
"The Send-Off," he offers nothing but civilian "mockeries." While
mourners are ordinarily able to state, to summarize, to assert, to conclude
in previous elegies, and by such acts to commit themselves to a specific
view point or concept, the conclusion of this elegy is extremely noncommittal. The last stanza incorporates the question-answer fonnat employed
in "Anthem for Doomed Youth:" will the dead soldiers return to their
homes welcomed as heroes? The soldier-poet asks, "Shall they return to
beatings of great bells / In wild train-loads?" He answers, "A few, a few,
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too few for drums and yells, / May creep back, silent, to still village wells
/ Up half-known roads." Some will; most will not.
The poem's conclusion is chilling in an odd way. Those who "creep
back ... / Up half-known roads" are surely the ghosts of the dead, too disturbed to sleep, as the dead German in "Strange Meeting" is finally able
to do, because they died away from the battlefield in the chaos of which
the soldier-poet of "Apologia Pro Poemate Meo" magically found "beauty," "music," and "peace." Battle, evidently, gives the dead, who are to be
lamented, a special status like that which it also gives mourners. Without
battle, the dead are forgotten, are "like wrongs hushed-up," not undeserving of being mourned but not a priority for the mourners. They can be set
aside until later as the battle dead are stacked head-high on the donkey
carts that traverse the battlefields.
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IV: The Tale, the Teller, and the Critics
Although Owen refers to his "War Poems" as "these elegies" in his
prefatory note, interpreters of his work have been reluctant to investigate
his claim to the genre in any but the most brief or perfunctory ways. Only
a handful have commented on the relationship of his poems to the elegiac
tradition, and of those who have, most have only briefly acknowledged
the relationship without ever actually addressing the issue. Critics have
dealt with it in at least one of four ways: they have described all of his
work as being elegiac, either because writing elegies was Owen's intention or because of the works' tone; they have identified specific poems as
being elegies or elegiac in some manner, also usually in tone; they have
uncovered various allusions to well-known, traditional elegies which
Owen incorporated into his poems; or last, in the case of Jon Silkin,
Owen's claim to the tradition has been disputed.
Frederick Grubb admits that Owen's "Preface to the Poems has
sovereign value as a declaration of Owen's aims," 20 but he ignores
"Owen's aims," never investigating what "sovereign value" Owen's
phrase "these elegies" might indeed have. Not even J.F. Mcilroy, in his
succinct but comprehensive, poem-by-poem study of Owen's work, discusses the poems as elegies. He acknowledges author intention, that
Owen meant "to provide a memorial" (25) to the war dead, an obvious
reference to elegy, but he then drops the issue. And although Dominic
Hibberd could state in his introduction to an edition of Owen's poems that
Owen's
Preface refers to all his war poems as "elegies." Critics who
expect [him] in every poem to try to provoke social action
against war are forgetting the function of elegy and making
demands on it which are sometimes more political than literary (41),
he, like Grubb and Mcllroy, does not pursue the logical end to his observation.
Two years later, in his monograph on Owen, Hibberd recognized that
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,,.,.It is important, in any consideration of Owen's achievement,
to remember that he was above all an elegist; that is to say, his
major poems are laments for the dead rather than exposures of
the horrors of war (27).
Yet, Hibberd again refuses to explore the issue in any substantial way,
except to theorize, in the next two sentences of his text, about grief and to
add, a page later, that "while war lasted, the elegy would be [Owen's]
medium" (28) and, on the same page, that

If we read Owen as the elegist he aspired to be, we can see the
inadequacy or irrelevance of much critical approaches as .. .
[that which ] vainly expects him to be a writer of epics ... or ...
[that which] strenuously tries to make him a "political" (i.e.
socialist) poet. Epic tends to glorify death in war; politics
tempt both reader and poet to shift guilt away from themselves onto someone else. Owen fell into neither trap.
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rior and the living soldier" (62-63). In doing so, Daiches not only was the
first to accept in print that Owen was an elegist but simultaneously initiated the soon-to-be-common practice by which critics hastily identify one
or more of Owen's poems as elegies without investigating them as such.
Johnston was the first to follow the tradition established by Daiches,
claiming that "Anthem for Doomed Youth" has a "grave elegiac tone"
(175). Two pages later, he recognizes that
"Asleep" has close thematic affinities with "Anthem for
Doomed Youth" .... Both poems are elegies, yet they derive
their primary effect from conflicting elegiac attitudes rather
than from a particularized elegiac emotion.

are elegies for his own generation and for men in all times and
places. They are elegies for the earth herself, subject to the
same cosmic necessities, to suffering and grief, to the changes
of time and decay (59)

Jon Stallworthy sees "S.I.W."as a "bitter elegy" (204), while Hibberd
mentions in his introduction that "In 'Disabled' and 'A Terre,' the elegiac
tone is in tension with our knowledge that the men are still alive" (39) a brilliant, valid perception, but one that needs to be expand~ upon ~d
one that does not receive his efforts. In his monograph, Hibberd twice
identifies "Futility" as an elegy (27 and 32) but then ignores the issue. As
late as 1981, John Lehmann compares Sassoon's and Owen's poetry, concluding that "Sassoon's longer descriptive poems ... fail to achieve the
haunting resonance of Owen's more purely elegiac poems, such as
'Exposure"' (56).
However, "Strange Meeting" has been identified more often than any
other of Owen's poems as an elegy. Samuel J. Hazo was the second, following Sassoon, to do so. "Like 'Greater Love• and •Anthem for
Doomed Youth,"' he states, "'Strange Meeting' is a meditative elegy"
(206). D.S.R. Welland calls "Strange Meeti?g'' "Owen's o~n elegy"
(101), an odd, provocative, and very percepuve way of lookmg at ~he
poem. However, Arthur E. Lane has offered the most compr~h~nsi~e
statement about "Strange Meeting" as an elegy to date, althoug~ it is st~ll
far too incomplete to be considered the final word on the subJect. In it,
Lane reveals that

and that "his poems become elegies for those who are at one and the same
time innocent sacrifices and guilty sinners, slayers and slain" (75). One
cannot help but to agree with her assessment and to wish she would have
pursued her line of thought.
The recognition of Owen's poems as elegies may be traced back to
Siegfried Sassoon, who knew Owen and was influential in Owen's early
development. Twenty-five years after his first meeting with Owen,
Sassoon was to write that "In his masterpiece 'Strange Meeting' he left us
the finest elegy written by a soldier of that period" (88). While Sassoon
may have been the first to be aware of the elegiac mode of Owen's poetry,
he was not the first to mention it in print. Nine years earlier, David
Daiches described Owen's "Asleep" as "a Homeric dirge on the dead war-

The somber elegy "Strange Meeting" is Owen's most universal summation of the terrible significance of the war.
Dramatically, it takes place beyond good and evil, beyond life
itself: it is an elegy not so much for a generation as for a race
whose achievements in technology have so noticeably outstripped its achievements in morality. The critical bugbear of
"perspective" in war poetry is not applicable here; "Strange
Meeting" shows Owen working with consummate skill in the
meditative mode that characterized traditional elegies. He is
not dealing with physically immediate fact; he makes the
point plain in the opening lines: "It seemed that out of battle I
escaped / ... no blood reached there from the upper ground, /

This latter remark is simply an expansion of what Hibberd had stated in
his initial comments about Owen's work.
In one of the more highly respected, earlier studies of English war poetry of the First World War, John H. Johnston suggests that Owen's work is
elegiac when he states that Owen "rises above the issues of the war to
lament the tragedy that is inherent in the varied sorrows that experience
must bring to man" (191), but he, too, does not investigate the poems as
elegies, although it is perfectly obvious to him that they "lament." In her
Twayne introduction to Owen's poetry, Gertrude M. White reveals that
Owen's poems
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And no guns thumped, or down the flues made moan" (159).
A few sentences later, Lane adds, almost parenthetically, that
The enemy, the friend, the self that the speaker has killed rises
to meet him, and in seven words reveals the source of the elegiac passion which had given rise to such poems as "Futility "
"Anthem for Doomed Youth," "Asleep," and "Mental Cases~"
"Strange friend," says the poet in wonder, "here is no cause to
mourn." The other answers ... , "None ... save the undone
years, I The hopelessness" (159-160).
Although Lane's is the most comprehensive statement to date, it is inadequate. Owen's poetry is large in scope and requires that the critics, vision
be as encompassing.
Lane's remarks, although the most comprehensive, are not the last concerning "Strange Meeting" as an elegy. In his introduction, Hibberd states
first that
"Strange Meeting" has been given the place of honour in previous editions and in many anthologies; it has been widely
agreed to be, as Sassoon described it, "Owen's ultimate testament, his passport to immortality, and his elegy for the
Unknown Warrior of all nations" (45)
then, a page later, after having implied that he agrees with Sassoon's
description, Hibberd contradicts the earlier statement, believing now that
"'Strange Meeting' is not an elegy for the Unknown Warrior but for the
Warrior-Poet, and in particular for Wilfred Owen." It is, of course, an
echoing of We~~d's ~lier view that the poem is "Owen's own elegy."
Only two cnbcs, Hibberd and Sven Backman, have weighed the influence that other, traditional elegies have had on Owen's work. "It is clear,"
Hibberd states in his monograph, "that [Owen] spent some time investigating the elegy and its use by different poets" (27). He cites Shelley's
"Adonais," Arnold's "Thyrsis" and ''The Scholar-Gypsy," and Tennyson's
"In Memoriam" as elegies which Owen had studied. That is not, however,
Hibberd's only remark about such influences. In his introduction, he
informs us that
Satire ~ms to ~timulate social action, elegy to arouse memory
and gnef. It did not take Owen long to perceive that his talent
was more elegiac than satirical. In December he read a translation of Bion and Moschus, whose elegies were the models
for Shelley's Adonais; in the summer of 1918 he considered
entitling a volume of his poems With Lightning and with
Music, a phrase from Shelley's great elegy, or English Elegies
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(41).
Again Owen's intention of writing elegies is implied. That Owen would
have considered calling his volume English Elegies suggests one should
take his classification of the poems as "these elegies" (Preface) seriously.
Hibberd does not. Sven Bockman also points out the influences of previous elegies on Owen's work. According to him, portions of "The SendOff'' parallel the twenty-fifth and the twenty-seventh stanzas of Thomas
Gray's "Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard." He also notes that the
structure of "Asleep" and of lines 156 to 164 of Milton's "Lycidas" are
similar. Backman even occasionally refers to Owen's poetry as "war elegies" (40) and "war elegy" (41) or simply as "elegy" (41), but he follows
the practice initiated by Daiches and chooses to disregard the implications
of such matters.
To date, Jon Silkin has made the only substantial attempt to deal with
Owen's work as elegy, in his Introduction to an anthology of WWI poetry.
Although substantial in comparison to remarks made by others, Silkin's
statement is, nevertheless, only several paragraphs long and, more important, is aimed at refuting Owen's claim to the elegy and, more specifically,
at Dominick Hibberd's acknowledgment of Owen's claim. The statement
by Hibberd to which Silkin objects is found in Hibberd's monograph on
Owen:
It is important, in any consideration of Owen's achievement,
to remember that he was above all an elegist; that is to say, his
major poems are laments for the dead rather than exposures of
the horrors of war (27).
Silkin feels that Hibberd, in accepting Owen's own classification of his
poems as elegies, "restricts Owen's poetic character more severely than
the term 'war poet' does" (59). One cannot deny that Owen was a war
poet, and Hibberd never suggests one should. However, one also cannot
deny that elegy is a much broader genre than war poetry and, in fact, that
war poetry, especially what has been written since the outbreak of World
War I, may be considered, in several ways, a subclass of elegy. Owen's
poetic achievement, which Silkin has missed, is that he is able to combine
the elements unique to each into a new variety of poem.
Silkin continues on the next page to attempt to wrench Owen from the
elegiac tradition and to identify him simply as a war poet:
so keen was Owen to disclose the horrors of war to the civilian mind that he would carry with him photographs of wounded soldiers, and, at the appropriate moment of civilian obtuseness, would produce this evidence. Such is not the character
of an elegist (60).
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One can only ask what is "the character of an elegist"? Silkin never bothers to define it, and unless he means morose or obsessed by death, it
seems too obscure a phrase for anyone but Silkin to understand. What was
the character of the poets known for their great elegies: Milton, Shelley,
Arnold, Yeats, or Auden? The phrase is nothing less than absurd and an
attempt to sidestep the issue.
Silkin is correct when he states that Owen does not sentimentalize but
not when he states that Owen succeeds against sentimentalization because
he is able "to exchange the role of 'elegist' for something more searching
and effectual" (61). Since that "something," like the "character of an
elegist," is never defined, one must presume it must be what Silkin refers
to as "Owen's desire to reduce or change those circumstances which produce war and thus the conditions of suffering and murder" (61)- i.e. his
role as a war poet. Owen does not "exchange the role of 'elegist"' for any
other role but, rather, combines the two related roles into one.
Silkin misunderstands the role of the modem elegist, of which Owen is
the first and from whom a variety of elegists, most notably W.H. Auden,
have learned the art. It is true the elegist must refrain from sentimentalization, but this tenet should be ascribed to by all modem poets, whether
they are writing elegies or not Auden's elegies, indeed his entire oeuvre,
supports this. His "In Memory of W. B. Yeats" never slips into the sentimental, and one of its more famous lines, "You were silly like us," works
ferociously against the sentimental by its seemingly disrespect for the
dead, great poet. 21 Owen's early work, that which predates the "War
Poems" selection, is sentimental; it is when he writes his elegies that he
begins steering clear of it.
Silkin, too, addresses the question of Owen's intention in an attempt to
argue against Hibberd's acceptance of Owen as an elegist and to assert
Owen as a war poet. He ignores Owen's Preface and Hibberd's discovery
that the collection was to be entitled With Lightning and with Music or
English Elegies and tries to tackle a table of contents Owen drew up for
the collection.22 Silkin states that
It may be we should trust the tale not the teller; but shouldn't
we trust the teller more than the critic? In Owen's analytic
"table of contents," he cites the poems and their "Motive."
Against the heading of "Motive" ten poems receive the designation "Protest" (61).
One readily agrees that "we should trust the tale" (Owen's poems) over
the "teller" (Owen) and the poet "more than the critic." More than any
other critic of Owen's work, it is Silkin who should not be trusted.
The "analytic 'table of contents"' does not conclusively, or even clearly, reveal Owen's intention as far as elegies or war poetry go. Silkin does
not include it in his commentary, so the reader is forced to accept Silkin's
remarks. However, if one were to look at Owen's proposed table of con-

tents (See Appendix.), one would see that Silkin misreads, and consequently misconstrues, Owen's intentions when he wrote seve~l of the
poems. Under the column "Motive," absolutely no poem receives "the
designation 'Protest,"' although Silkin claims ten do. The word protest
does appear three times - between the "Motive" column_ and th_e
"Doubtful" column, not under "Motive" - and indeed, protest is associated with the ten poems by virtue of the "}" symbol which _linksth~ ten to
protest. However, the motive for each of the ten poems m ~uesuon are
those phrases under the "Motive" column; protest is to the nght. In fact,
one cannot be absolutely certain to what Owen's word "Protest" refers,
since many of the poems to which Owen applied protest are no more or
less protest poems than many to which he did not apply the word. For
example both "Dulce et Decorum Est" and "Parable of the Old Man and
the You~g" are protest poems, although of the two, Owen designates_only
the former as protest. One can only conclude, therefo!e, tha_tthe des_1gnation "Protest," which Owen applies so obscurely and mco~s1stently,1s ~ot
a valid point in Silkin's argument. In fact, one of the motives Owen hsts
for five of the poems to which Silkin refers is "Grief," not "Protest," an
obvious elegiac element which Silkin chooses to ignore.
Silkin approaches Owen's work with preju~ice, or so it ap~,
and he
is blind by his prejudice to the worth and nchn<:ss of Owe~ s work. To
Silkin, Owen is a far better poet than what he claims an eleg1st could be,
or in Silkin's own words, "Owen is of course a more complex poet_than
the term 'elegist' allows" (64). Owen is a complex poet, but there 1s no
reason to suppose that a complex poet and an elegist cannot be the same
poet - nor that elegies are simple. Such ideas are, of course, absur~. Yet
in his compulsion to restrict Owen to the category. of war poet, a ~1~ no
different in essence from that which he accuses Hibberd of comm1tung,
Silkin disregards the obvious elegiac elements in Owe~•s work, ,argues
unconvincingly and blindly against others who per~e1ve Owe~ s very
sound elegiac technique, and reveals that the root of his problem 1s a prejudice against, or perhaps an ignorance of, elegy.
. .. .
.
One cannot dispute Owen's being a war poet. After all, his subject ts
War"(Preface). However, war- the whiz of?Om?s ~ough the sky: the
screams of wounded soldiers, the piles of bodies littenng the battlefield,
the seeping muck and boredom of trench life - is the backdrop not the
extent of Owen's work. He does not discount the details of World War I
regardless of how h~rrible ~ey may ~ (as in ~~ d~scripti?n,,o_f
•:~e white
eyes in his face, / Hts hangmg face, like a devil s sick of sm m Dulce_et
Decorum Est") or how beautiful (as in the lyric command to "M?ve ~1m
into the sun - / Gently its touch woke him once, / At home? wh1spenng
of fields unsown" in "Futility"), but he incorporates them mto a l~er
drama. The larger drama Owen perceived and wrote about was not simply war and the experiences of the battlefields and trench~s but death. ,
Critics have been quick to point out that the central rrony of Owen s
work is that he became a victim of the war which his poems condemn, but
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such critics are those who have viewed Owen simply as a war poet. There
is a deeper irony that underlies his work, at which Welland hints in his
statement that "Strange Meeting" is ..Owen's own elegy" (101). Wildred
Owen died while trying to lead his men across the Sambre Canal on
November 4, 1918, a mere week before Annistice Day.:zs
At that moment,
Owen was wrenched from his stance of elegist for his and future generations, a stance "between the dead and the living" (Num. 16:48), to join the
ranks of those for whom his elegies lament, uniting forever in bis person
war poetry and the elegy. He became, in fact, the subject of his own elegies, lamented retroactively by himself.
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NOTES
CHAPTER!

''WhateverMournsin Man"
1

I

I
I

I

Wilfred Owen, CollectedPoems, ed. C. Day Lewis (New York: New
Directions, 1965). Readers will find all poems by Owen discussed in this
edition on the page (-s) in parentheses following the poems' titles.
2

C. Day Lewis, Introduction, CollectedPoems, by Wilfred Owen 28.

3 Wilfred Owen, Preface, Collected Poems 31. All subsequent references to Owen's Preface will be to this volume and page.
4

William Butler Yeats, "In Memory of Major Robert Gregory,"

I

Collected Poems (New York: Macmillan, 1956) 130-133; W.H. Auden,

I

"In Memory of W.B. Yeats" and "In Memory of Sigmund Freud,"
CollectedPoetry (New York: Random, 1945) 48-51 and 163-167, respec-

I
I

I

tively.
5 Dylan Thomas, "After the Funeral," Collected Poems (New York:
New Directions, 1957) 96-97.
6 Modern is used here in its historical, not stylistic, sense, referring to
that poetry written from 1890 to the present and not to the manner of
Modernists.
7 Ann Stanford, "The Elegy of Mourning in Modern American and
English Poetry," SouthernReview 11 (1975): 357-372.
8 Stanford admits that the subjects of modem elegies may be "a person
or animal" (358) and cites Richard Wilbur's "The Death of a Toad" and
Yvor Winters's "For an Airedale Bitch Lost Some Years Ago in the Salt
Marsh" as examples of elegies for animals. She has, however, unnecessarily limited herself on this topic since, as we will see in Owen's elegies, the
subject of elegies does not have to be something once alive.
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...,.
9 John Keats, "Ode on a Grecian Um," Complete Poems, 2nd ed., ed.
John Barnard (New York: Penguin, 1977) 344.

CHAPTERII
Fritz and Tommy:"'I am the enemy you killed, my friend."'
lO Rupert Brooke, "The Soldier," Collected Poems (New York: Dodd,
Mead, 1951) 105.

l 7 William Butler Yeats, "The Rose of Peace," Collected Poems 36.

l8 Dominic Hibberd, "Notes on the Poems," War Poems and Others,
by Wilfred Owen {London: Chatto and Windus, 1973) 128.
19 Survival in Owen's poetry is a matter of point of view. While t~e
disabled and mental cases he laments have survived, they also are fatahties. Indeed, Owen would call them victim and treats them as such. No
one survives the experience of war as reflected in Owen's work.

11

This appears to be the punishment of soldiers in the scheme of
Owen's Hell: because there is no Lethe, soldiers remember and think
about their lives and their sins, as do those souls "Too fast in thought ... to
be bestirred," and then to repeat their story to the soliders who killed them
when they arrive in Hell. It is, of course, a distinctly Dantesque system of
punishment. One soul's reminding another soul of life, as the Gennan soldier reminds the English, echoes the Paolo-Francesca episode of Dante's
Inferno (Canto V:73-140).
12 Ezra Pound, "E.P. Ode pour }'Election de Son Sepulchre,"
Personae: The Collected Shorter Poems (New York: New Directions,
1971) 190.
13 One assumes, by extension, that because the English infantryman
recites the German's monologue, he makes it his own. What the German
mourns, therefore, is what the Englishman mourns.

CHAPTERIV
The Tale,the Teller,and the Critics
20 Frederick Grubb, "The Embattled Truth: Wilfred Owen and Isaac
Rosenberg," Vision of Reality: A Study of Liberalism in Twe~tie~hCentury Verse (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1965) 73. The pagmation
for excerpts from critics' works follow in parentheses the comments quoted.
21 Auden, "In Memory of W.B. Yeats" 50.
22 Hibberd reprinted Owen's proposed table of contents in the
appendix of his edition of Owen's War Poems and Others 138.
23 Lewis, "Main Dates of Wilfred Owen's Life" x.

14 Dante, Inferno, trans. John Ciardi (New York: New Library, 1954)
58.
15 Although frees correctly describes his situation, one cannot ignore
the irony which the soldier's freedom conveys. After confessing, the
German is released to a comatose existence in Hell. While in Dantesque
terms his separation from Heaven is torture and, consequently, punishment, in realistic terms, his being spared those other tortures prevalent in
Dante's Inferno makes his afterlife of sleep seem virtually paradisaic by
contrast.

APPENDIX
24 Dominic Hibberd, Appendix I, War Poems and Others, by Wilfred
Owen 138.

CHAPTER III:

"Halfthe Seed of Europe"
16 A.E. Houseman, "To an Athlete Dying Young," Collected Poems
(London: Penguin, 1956) 44-45.
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